One can point to two extremes: first a tendency to rubber-stamp an ideological or interpretive case, which is then found to be evident in the form, appearance or organization of the building; and second a preoccupation with form that reverses that approach, scrutinizing formal and material facts before proceeding to interpretation.
The latter may be limited to a summary of the preceding description or analysis, but essentially takes a retrospective view to reflect on what has gone before. In contrast there is also the critic or architect who ignores the evidence of the building beyond it being a Trojan horse to broadcast their own ideologies.
Neither premature judgment, nor its deferral, is necessarily categorical, and conviction may surface in a compromise, or an oscillation, between the two. Robin Evans' approach to Daniel Libeskind's Chamberworks, 1 jettisoned the search for depth and meaning 'assumed to exist behind, beneath, or within' the subject of criticism, for what lies 'beside, above and in front of' the constructed façade. 2 Whether he was co-opting an overlooked aspect of the subject or constructing a novel perspective towards it, his was an inquisitive line of enquiry.
With a mind to architects' own explanations of their buildings, there is the extreme case of the 'little zoo of terminologies' with which Evan's argued, Peter Eisenman erected a defensive armour around his early conceptual architecture; conversely Eisenman described his own formal analysis of Giuseppe Terragni's Casa del Fascio as erecting a 'secondary' scaffolding around the building. Evans' point was not to denigrate an architect's view of their work, but to question the way in which ownership comes, in a complicit relationship, to define the building. The character of Eisenman's analysis assumed the logic of the 'building as object': constituting a 'total work of art', privileging formal consistency and the value of a degree of 'autonomy' (bête noir of anti-formalist criticism). Yet scaffolding, to reiterate his metaphor, is designed to be removable and he retrospectively views the political history of the building as its initial scaffold, paralleling the well-worn schism between formalist art theory and the new (now familiar) social history of art that sought to displace it. 3 The seven papers identified with the 'Building as Artefact' theme, sample the diverse attitudes prevalent during the ten year period with which they are associated, and range from the realist (Gissen); polemical (Spencer); ideological (Yacubi); chronological (Thomas); historicist (Delbeke); philosophical (Xie) and mediated (Massey). Yacubi and Massey's papers additionally present an explicit or implicit, register of architecture associated with national identity. The texts were chosen as representative and, with Evan's discursive conceptual positioning in mind, are not necessarily those studies most inclined towards formal issues. Consequently, while this review is primarily focused on the papers selected, reference is made to corresponding building studies (or those collected under the other editorial themes), in order to broaden an inclusive discussion, one pitched beyond the 'post-critical' milieu of the period and framed by the wider principle of formal analysis.
An architectural journal whose content is primarily research based or inclined towards critical theory, tends to have an ambivalent relationship with the concept of a 'case study'. Towards the end of the publication period reviewed here, the editors of The Journal aware perhaps of a certain disregard, chose to address the genre obliquely in a new initiative during 2011. 4 This aimed to foster 'critical reviews' of buildings and projects in re-examining the legacy of the 1980's, a categorization that avoided the connotation of a typically pragmatic or empirical account of a building, its process of design, procurement, construction and realisation. Untainted by too direct an appeal to theory, criticism or history, the case study tends to be a self-contained exercise of a professional orientation, 5 or to be associated in collective form with establishing a trajectory of modernism. 6 The Journal itself occupies a parallel grey area, indebted to practice and support from the RIBA, but responsive to the fluctuations of the research culture it embodies.
How should The Journal editors' initiative be viewed in relation to the content of the building studies published? What are the implications of the 'review' model?
'Viewing' the building in a revised perspective or placing it within a broader overview? But in adopting a 'critical' purchase they locate the study somewhere between an essay and the conventions of an academic research paper. 7 That is to say, distinct from the more exclusive, or moderated, accounts of buildings typically published in, or as, architectural monographs identified with a particular architect or their practice. 8
Setting out
The building studies included in the earlier anthology 9 selected from first ten years of This perspective was set polemically against 'the market driven production of images' and the terms of sustainability limited to functional 'problem solving'. The impact of specialization was noted in relation to the sophistication of contemporary architectural production, but also in a tendency towards obscuration in academic debate. A familiar trope in architectural discourse; the so-called 'gap' between theory and practice was to be addressed in the model of the 'critical review'. Alan Colquhoun's view of criticism and by implication his dual status as architect and academic was seen to mediate this schism. 13 The editors' interest in 'theoretical practice'; focus on 'context'; identification with operative process rather than procedural design; and concern for the status of tradition and the European city, 14 16 Skirting the received view, and incorporating a matrix of salient history, biography, 'on site' description and detailed constructional (or tectonic) investigation, a discursive narrative evolves in his text (contrary to a prescribed logic). 17 Pursued in depth his inquisitive and at points formal, analysis assiduously cultivates the attentive reader. 18 A prospective slant constructs a series of salient insights reminiscent of passages in Evans' The Projective Cast 19 or Kent Kleinman and Leslie van Duzer's nuanced study of Mies' Krefeld Villas. 20 Building, ideology and critique Alan Colquhoun's timely advice, in 1978, 'to get behind the work's apparent originality and expose its ideological framework without turning it into a mere tautology', joined his observation that criticism 'can never grasp the essence of the work it discusses'. 21 Together they might be taken to refute phenomenological tendencies and mark his ability, then, to register the changing face of theory in the contemporary practice of post-structuralism. Certainly they question the chimera of a definitive understanding of any building, close though Eisenman came to that in his self-referential (but ultimately inconclusive) analytical abstraction of Giuseppe Terragni's Casa del Fascio. 22 Founded on an arguably problematic linguistic analogy, his singular identification with both persona and building lacked a requisite objectivity. Colquhoun's key critique of the Centre Pompidou (1977) 23 on the other hand represented his own contentions unusually directly, and may be contrasted with 7 the more overtly political approaches adopted by others at the time. 24 
Description and prescription
The overall range and varied approach of building studies published in The Journal attest to a diversity of interpretation, but words are one thing and effective visual documentation another. Arguably, its restrained visual culture encourages modes of formal analysis or conceptualization best described in words, over those engaged in a material, tectonic or representational focus explored in association with visual documentation or explanation. Words struggle to substitute for visual affect and building 'studies' with their necessarily selective focus, are often best read together with a monograph providing information lacking in a journal paper. This problem is endemic to academic publications on architecture, where habitually grey lowresolution images all too often compromise the quality of the text.
The conventional approach to a building study begins with an overall description of the building, before attempting analysis of the principles or elements of its formal constitution and spatial organization. This tends to attract criticism as an incipient formalism. Conversely a philosophical, theoretical or historical approach leads to a focus on partial aspects of a design. 37 Avoiding a prescriptive approach, as John Peponis notes in The Journal, 38 is by no means solved by recourse to 'description'. This he contends is inherently retrospective and pre-conditioned by the intent inherent in any 'design formulation'. Questioning the 'formal structure of logical form' 39 and shifting through philosophical gears, he speculates on why theorists with an analytical bent towards diagramming and modelling 40 have not been taken more seriously.
Inherent in the vexed question of the relationship between language and visuality, lies the ambivalent role of the diagram, in a 'artefactual' culture of building. Evans' characteristic mode of investigation, initially circling established 'textual' interpretations in order to identify an unrequited line of enquiry, then shifting to rigorous 'visual' scrutiny of the building, its structure, composition or geometry, now subject to formal speculation-bridges the two cultures.
If architectural journalism tends, conversely, to reiterate the received view, the more iconic the building the more predictable the perspective; it remains one task of the building review to puncture this critical consensus. Why then is it that particular texts, or moments of formal analysis, are memorable for their insight, critical sleight of hand or professional acumen? All tend to focus, in one way or another, on the individual building as a critical 'subject'; viewed as a formal, social, ideological or theoretical proposition-one that privileges, reflects, contradicts or confounds the theories or beliefs that the author, the critic or the architect, bring to the work.
With the decline of formalism, as we may have known it, generic modernist categories: structure; type-form and functionality; the discipline of the route; orthogonal grids; dematerialization; space and transparency, 41 
